
 

STOP! DO NOT RETURN  THIS TO THE RETAILER. LET US HELP!
To chat instantly with a live representative please visit:  https://tinyurl.com/clear-view-chat
To speak with a trained expert ready to provide you with excellent support, email
sales.support@clearview.tv or call us toll free at 1-877-679-9948.

AIRPLUS PRO
USER MANUAL

Product Includes
• Pro style truly wireless head buds
• Wireless charger case 
• Wireless charge base 
• Charge cable -Lightning cable 
• UL AC power adapter 
• Silicone Case 
• Carabiner1.HOW TO USE YOUR AIR PLUS PRO 

A . Starting and Completing the Pairing Process
1. Open the lid of the case to initiate the pairing process. 
     You do not need to remove the earbuds.
2. Go to the bluetooth settings on your device. You may need to turn your device’s bluetooth
     off and back on again to initiate pairing.
3. In your bluetooth device settings, under the device list, look for “AirXStream.” 
     Tap or select “AirXStream” to connect the earbuds to your device. You will see AirXStream 
      listed as “connected” after a few moments.
NOTE: Once you have paired the AIRPLUS PRO to a device you will not need to repeat that step. 
Simply opening the case and putting the earbuds in your ears should connect them to a device you have paired
with previously. If not, you can always repeat step 3 to force them to connect.
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B. Power off and Charging (Fig B) 
1. To turn off the AIRPLUS PRO simply place them back into the case and close the lid .
2. Returning them to the case will also begin charging the AIRPLUS PRO .
    *Your case will run out of charge after a few uses, simply plug it into the included charging cable  
     or place it on the included wireless charging pad to begin recharging your cases .

NOTE: The charging case has a digital display that shows when the earbuds are inside and charging. It also shows the battery life of the
 charging case as a percentage. That percentage indicates how much charge is left in the case itself, not the individual earbuds. When the
 earbuds are in the case properly and fully charged they will display green.



C. Using the Touch Functions of the Airplus Pro Earbuds
Pinching the stem of the earbuds allows you to control some devices. Here is a list of what actions pinching the stem will perform.
1. Single pinch to play or Pause 
2. Double pinch to skip forward.
3. Triple-pinch to skip back 
4. Pinch and hold any of the earbuds “L” or “R “ 3 seconds to start voice command functions on your device.
5. Pinch once on either earbuds to answer an incoming call.
6. To reject an incoming call double pinch either earbuds.
7. To end a call double pinch on either earbud

D. Charging.
1. Connect the USB end of the included lightning cable to the included AC adapter and then plug the adaptor into a wall outlet.
2. When the earbuds are in the case with the lid closed the digital display on the charging case will light up.
3. When the display on the case shows 100%, it is fully charged 

E. About wireless charging : 
On the top of the wireless charging pad there is an led light ring.
1. When the wireless pad is plugged in and no device is charging the 
    light will glow to Green 
2. When a compatible device is placed on the charging pad and it is charging, 
    the light will glow Blue 

All Touch Features
Activated here!

Placement for 
device to charge.

LED light ring will
glow GREEN
or Blue as 
described .


